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DECISION AND ORDER
On October 6, 2003, the Hess Collection Winery (Hess or Employer) filed
with the Agricultural Labor Relations Board (Board or ALRB) a Petition for Review of
the Mediator's Report With Recommended Collective Bargaining Agreement in the
above captioned matter. The Board has evaluated the Employer's petition and finds, for
the reasons discussed below, that the Employer has failed to establish that any grounds
exist for the Board to grant review of the Mediator's Report.

BACKGROUND
On April 3, 2003, the United Food and Commercial Workers Union, Fresh
Fruit and Vegetable Workers, Local 1096 (Union or UFCW) filed a declaration with the
Board pursuant to Labor Code section 1164 et seq.1 indicating that the Union and
Employer had failed to reach a collective bargaining agreement and requesting that the
Board issue an order directing the parties to mandatory mediation and conciliation of
their issues.
On April 7, 2003, the parties filed a stipulation with the Board requesting
that the matter be held in abeyance to allow time for the Board's proposed regulations
implementing the mandatory mediation and conciliation law to go into effect. On April
14, 2003, the Board issued Administrative Order 2003-3 granting the parties' joint request
to hold the above matter in abeyance. On May 8, 2003, the Board notified the parties that
the regulations implementing the mandatory mediation and conciliation law had gone
into effect, and that the matter was no longer held in abeyance. Pursuant to
Administrative Order 2003-3, the Union's declaration was deemed filed and served on
May 8, 2003.
On May 16, 2003, the Employer timely filed an answer to the Union's
declaration pursuant to section 20401 of the Board's regulations. The Board evaluated
the Employer's answer in accordance with section 20402 of the Board's regulations and
found that the Employer's answer did not dispute any of the prerequisites for referral to
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On September 30, 2002, Governor Davis signed two companion bills, Senate Bill 1156 and Assembly Bill 2596,
that amend the Agricultural Labor Relations Act (ALRA or Act) to provide for mandatory mediation in selected
circumstances where the parties have been unable to reach a collective bargaining agreement. The amendments
created Labor Code sections 1164-1164.14, which became effective January 1, 2003.

mediation set forth in Labor Code sections 1164 (a) and 1164.11 and regulation section
20400(a). The Board therefore issued Administrative Order 2003-5 ordering the parties
to mandatory mediation and conciliation on May 21, 2003.
The parties selected Mediator Gerald McKay in accordance with Labor
Code section 1164 (b) and section 20403 of the Board's regulations. The Mediator met
with the parties informally and off the record on August 18, 2003. The Mediator
explored a variety of issues that were unresolved between the parties, but the parties were
not able to agree on any of the items in dispute. On September 17, 2003, the Mediator
conducted a mandatory mediation session on the record. The Employer did not attend or
participate in the session.
Mediator's Report and Recommendation for a Collective Bargaining Agreement
On September 24, 2003 the Mediator filed a report with the Board pursuant
to Labor Code section 1164 (d). The report resolves all remaining issues between the
parties and establishes the terms of a collective bargaining agreement.
The Mediator based his recommendation on the evidence presented by the
Union as to why its proposal should be adopted as the collective bargaining agreement
between the parties. The Mediator pointed out that the Employer did not respond to the
Union's evidence, and therefore the evidence submitted by the Union is not contradicted
in the record.
The Mediator stated that he considered the criteria set forth in section
20407 of the Board's regulations in determining the appropriateness of the collective
bargaining agreement, and adopted the Union's proposal except that he found that the
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Union's request for a 3-year contract was not appropriate. The Mediator reasoned that
because this is a mandated contract (as opposed to a mutually negotiated contract) and is
a first contract, it should be of a relatively short duration. The Mediator's recommended
collective bargaining agreement begins on October 1, 2003 and terminates on July 1,
2005. The Mediator pointed out that although the contract covers more than 12 months,
it covers only one working season, as the 2003 season was essentially already over when
he issued his report.
Employer's Petition for Review of the Mediator's Report
On October 6, 2003, the Employer filed a petition for review of the
mediator's report. The Employer requests that the Board vacate and set aside the
Mediator's report for a variety of reasons, namely that:
1. The Mediator's report and the process leading to it violate state and federal
constitutional rights such as freedom of contract;
2. The Mandatory Mediation and Conciliation law violates California Evidence
Code sections 1119 and 1121;
3. The Mediator's report violates public policy which promotes collective
bargaining. The Employer argues that section 1155.2(a) of the ALRA gives parties to
collective bargaining the right to turn down proposals made by the other side;
4. The collective bargaining agreement attached to the Mediator's report is based
on clearly erroneous findings of material fact, false testimony by the Union President,
and evidence for which there was no proper foundation;
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5. The Mediator erred when he stated that the duration of the contract would be
one year, while it is actually for 21 months (from October 1, 2003 to July 1, 2005). The
Employer contends that the Mediator based this determination on the erroneous finding
that Hess employees would not be working on October 1 or November 1;
6. Finally, the Employer points out that the Mediator mistakenly indicated that
Hess had filed the lawsuit challenging the Mandatory Mediation and Conciliation law,
and suggests that this misunderstanding "may have adversely affected [the Mediator's]
ultimate decision."
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Labor Code section 1164.3(a) and (e) and Board regulation 20408 provide
that either party may petition the Board for review of a mediator's report within seven
days of the filing of the report.
Under Labor Code section 1164.3(a), the Board may accept a petition for
review where the petitioner has established a prima facie case that 1) a provision of the
collective bargaining agreement in the mediator's report is unrelated to wages, hours or
other conditions of employment, or 2) a provision of the collective bargaining agreement
in the mediator's report is based on clearly erroneous findings of material fact. If the
Board grants a petition for review pursuant to section 1164(a), then it must issue an order
requiring the mediator to modify the terms of the collective bargaining agreement within
21 days of accepting the petition. If the Board does not accept a petition for review, then
the mediator's report will become a final order of the Board.
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Under Labor Code section 1164.3(e), the Board must vacate a mediator's
report where the petitioning party establishes that 1) the mediator's report was procured
by corruption, fraud or any other undue means, 2) there was corruption in the mediator,
or 3) the rights of the petitioning party were substantially prejudiced by the misconduct of
the mediator.
The Employer indicates that it is petitioning the Board under section
1164(a), on the grounds that provisions of the collective bargaining agreement in the
Mediator's report are based on clearly erroneous findings of material fact. The
Employer's petition also requests that the Board vacate the Mediator's report based on
arguments that are unrelated to any of the specific grounds set forth in the statute. The
Board already addressed some of these latter arguments in its previous order directing the
parties to mandatory mediation and conciliation (Admin. Order 2003-5).
The Employer asserts that the mandatory mediation law found in Labor
Code sections 1164-1164.14 violates various rights and protections guaranteed under the
California and United States Constitutions. As the Board stated when it referred this
matter to mediation, the Board has no authority to declare a statute unconstitutional.
Under Article 3, Section 3.5 of the California Constitution, an administrative agency has
no power to: (a) declare a statute unenforceable, or refuse to enforce a statute, on the
basis of it being unconstitutional unless an appellate court has made a determination that
such statute is unconstitutional; (b) declare a statute unconstitutional; or (c) declare a
statute unenforceable, or to refuse to enforce a statute on the basis that federal law or
federal regulations prohibit the enforcement of such statute unless an appellate court has
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made a determination that the enforcement of such statute is prohibited by federal law or
federal regulations. Because the Board cannot declare Labor Code sections 11641164.14 unconstitutional, this argument provides no grounds for the Board to grant
review of the Mediator's report.
The Employer also argues that the mandatory mediation and conciliation
law violates California Evidence Code sections 1119 and 1121. Section 1119 provides
that communications made in the course of a mediation session shall remain confidential,
and that no admission or writing made for the purpose of a mediation is admissible in any
subsequent adjudication. Section 1121 provides that neither a mediator nor any other
party may submit to an adjudicative body, a report, evaluation, assessment or finding of
any kind concerning a mediation unless a) the report is mandated by law, b) states only
whether an agreement was reached, or c) all parties to the mediation expressly agree that
such a writing by the mediator is admissible.
The Employer insists that because Labor Code sections 1164-1164.14 use
the term "mediation," the process must be subject to rules governing traditional
mediation. However, it is clear that the law by its terms creates a hybrid mediation/
arbitration process, which is not governed by California Evidence Code sections 11151128. The Board has accounted for the portion of the process that is akin to mediation in
section 20407 (a)(2) of the Board's regulations. This section provides that the mediator
retains the discretion to go off the record at any time during the proceeding, and that all
communications taking place off the record are subject to the same limitations on
admissibility and disclosure as provided by Evidence Code section 1119 (a) and (c), and
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shall not be the basis for any findings and conclusions in the mediator's report. The
Employer was therefore not precluded from making statements to the Mediator in
confidence.
The statute and regulations also make it clear that if the mediation phase of
the process is not successful, the process concludes with interest arbitration, and this final
part of the process is not governed by provisions of the Evidence Code relating to
confidentiality in mediation. The Employer's argument that it could not participate in the
September 17, 2003 session because it would be violating laws of evidence is patently
without foundation, and provides no basis for the Board to accept the Employer's petition
for review.
The Employer contends that the mandatory mediation law violates
California Labor Code section 1155.2 (a). This section of the ALRA mandates that the
parties must bargain in good faith, but indicates that this obligation does not "compel
either party to agree to a proposal or require the making of a concession." This argument
is also without merit. The ALRA was amended by the addition of Labor Code sections
1164-1164.14 to provide for mandatory mediation in selected circumstances where the
parties have been unable to reach a collective bargaining agreement. These amendments
went into effect on January 1, 2003. The Employer cannot now rely on the un-amended
version of the Act to support its claim that the mandatory mediation process violates the
ALRA.
Further, the Employer's claim that there has been no bad faith bargaining by
Hess during the prior 23 negotiation sessions with the Union is irrelevant. A finding of
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bad faith bargaining is not a prerequisite for the Board to order parties to the mandatory
mediation process set forth in Labor Code sections 1164-1164.14.
The Employer argues that the collective bargaining agreement attached to
the Mediator's report is based on the clearly erroneous finding of material fact that no
agricultural employees in the Napa Valley were covered by collective bargaining
agreements. The Employer takes issue with the relevance of the excerpts from other
collective bargaining agreements that the Union submitted as "Petitioner's Exhibit No. 1"
because some are from contracts with employers outside the Napa Valley, and some are
from contracts with agricultural employers other than wineries. The Employer further
argues that there was no proper foundation laid for the admission of the contract excerpts
into evidence, and so it was improper for the Mediator to base his findings on this exhibit.
Pete Maturino (Maturino), the UFCW President, did incorrectly state
during the September 17 session that the UFW [United Farm Workers of America, AFLCIO] "probably" did not represent any employees in the Napa Valley wine industry, but
he also stated that the UFW "had Gallo" and two other wineries in Sonoma and the
surrounding areas (Mediation Transcript, page 16).2 The Employer points out that the
two wineries (Mondavi and St. Supery) were indeed in the Napa Valley; however, there
is nothing in the record to support the Employer's assertion that the Union deliberately
misled the Mediator into thinking that there were no other agricultural employees covered
by collective bargaining agreements in the Napa Valley, nor does the Employer explain
how it was prejudiced by this mistake of fact.
2

Subsequent references to the Mediation Transcript will be designated by "MT" followed by the page number.
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Petitioner's Exhibit No. 1 does include only excerpts from the UFW's
contract with Gallo and contracts with several other non-winery operations. However, as
Maturino indicated, the Union submitted Exhibit No. 1 to show a pattern of standard
contract clauses in agriculture, to show that the Union's proposal for a collective
bargaining agreement with Hess contains "almost identical" provisions (MT: 17.) To the
extent the Employer is arguing that the wage rates included in the collective bargaining
contract deviate from area practices and standards, it is incorrect, as Maturino testified
that he had researched wages in nearby wine grape operations. (MT: 42-52.) Most
importantly, by refusing to participate in the September 17 session, the Employer has
waived the right to contest the relevance of the evidence offered by the Union. For the
same reason, the Employer cannot now complain of a lack of foundation for the
admission of Exhibit No. 1. Had the Employer been present during the session, it could
have questioned Maturino as to the authenticity of the excerpts and the accuracy of the
wage data.
This argument fails to establish a prima facie case that the collective
bargaining agreement is based on a clearly erroneous finding of material fact, and
provides no basis for the Board to accept the Employer's petition for review.
We find that the Employer's complaint about the duration of the contract is
also unpersuasive. While the Mediator's statement that he was imposing what amounted
to a one-year contract was not entirely accurate, it was inconsequential. The Mediator set
the effective dates of the contract based on the Union's representation that the season, or
time when there is the greatest number of workers, runs from February to October.
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Although the Employer argues that, contrary to the Mediator's finding, there are indeed
employees present in October and November, the fact that there are some year-round
workers does not contradict the statement that the working season runs for only a part of
each 12-month period. The Mediator clearly indicated that he wanted the contract to
cover one working season, plus he was also willing to accommodate the Union's request
to have the contract terminate in July rather than in October.3
Again, this additional argument fails to establish a prima facie case that the
collective bargaining agreement is based on a clearly erroneous finding of material fact.
Finally, the Employer takes issue with the fact that the Mediator mistakenly
stated in his report that Hess filed the pending lawsuit challenging the mandatory
mediation and conciliation law.4 While it is true that Hess is not one of the named
plaintiffs in the lawsuit, the Employer has not provided any basis for its claim that this
misstatement by the Mediator "may have adversely affected his ultimate decision." The
Mediator mentioned the lawsuit when reciting the procedural history of the case leading
up to the mandatory mediation process because the Employer had unsuccessfully
petitioned the Board to hold the mediation process in abeyance pending the outcome of
the lawsuit. This argument also fails to establish a prima facie case that the collective
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Maturino explained that he generally tried to have his Union's contracts expire in the middle of the season because
this was generally a time when there would be a significant number of workers present. This way the Union is able
to have access to the maximum number of workers when renegotiating the contract. (MT: 61.)
4
The pending case is Western Growers Association et al v. Agricultural Labor Relations Board, et al. Case No.
03AS00987. This lawsuit was filed in Sacramento County Superior Court on February 24, 2003 by the Pacific
Legal Foundation on behalf of various agricultural employer organizations and one named individual agricultural
employer, Excelsior Farming, LLC.
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bargaining agreement is based on a clearly erroneous finding of material fact, and
provides no basis for the Board to accept the Employer's petition for review.
CONCLUSION
We find no basis for accepting review of the Mediator's report. Therefore,
the Employer's Petition for Review of the Mediator's Report With Recommended
Collective Bargaining Agreement in the above captioned matter is hereby DISMISSED.
ORDER
In accordance with the decision above, and pursuant to the requirements of
California Labor Code section 1164.3 (b), it is ORDERED that the Mediator's Report and
Recommendation for Collective Bargaining Agreement dated September 24, 2003
become the final order of the Board.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Collective Bargaining Agreement
between The Hess Collection Winery and the United Food and Commercial Workers
Union, Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Workers, Local 1096 contained in the Mediator's
Report dated September 24, 2003, take immediate effect.
Dated: October 16, 2003

GENEVIEVE A. SHIROMA, Chair

GLORIA A. BARRIOS, Member

CATHRYN RIVERA, Member
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CASE SUMMARY
HESS COLLECTION WINERY
(Fresh Fruit & Vegetable Workers,
U.F.C.W., AFL-CIO, Local 1096, CLC)

Case No. 2003-MMC-01
29 ALRB No. 6

Background
On April 3, 2003, the United Food and Commercial Workers Union, Fresh Fruit and
Vegetable Workers, Local 1096 (Union or UFCW) filed a declaration with the
Agricultural Labor Relations Board (Board) pursuant to Labor Code section 1164 et seq.
indicating that the Union and Hess Collection Winery (Employer or Hess) had failed to
reach a collective bargaining agreement and requesting that the Board issue an order
directing the parties to mandatory mediation and conciliation of their issues. The Board
evaluated the Employer's answer to the UFCW's declaration and found that the
Employer's answer did not dispute any of the prerequisites for referral to mediation set
forth in the mandatory mediation and conciliation statute or the Board's regulations. The
Board ordered the parties to mandatory mediation and conciliation on May 21, 2003. The
Mediator, who was selected by the parties pursuant to the mandatory mediation and
conciliation statute, met with the parties informally and off the record on August 18,
2003. The Mediator explored a variety of issues that were unresolved between the
parties, but the parties were not able to agree on any of the items in dispute. On
September 17, 2003, the Mediator conducted a mandatory mediation and conciliation
session. The Employer did not attend or participate in the session.
Mediator's Report and Recommendation for a Collective Bargaining Agreement
On September 24, 2003 the Mediator filed a report with the Board. The report resolved
all remaining issues between the parties and established the final terms of a collective
bargaining agreement. The Mediator based his recommendation on the evidence
presented by the Union as to why its proposal should be adopted as the collective
bargaining agreement between the parties. The Mediator pointed out that the Employer
did not respond to the Union's evidence, and therefore the evidence submitted by the
Union is not contradicted in the record.
Board's Decision
On October 6, 2003, the Employer filed a petition for review of the mediator's report.
The Employer requested that the Board vacate and set aside the Mediator's report for a
variety of reasons. The Board found no basis for accepting review of the Mediator's
report, and denied the Employer's petition in full. The Employer first argued that the
Mediator's report and the process leading to it violated state and federal constitutional
rights. The Board pointed out that it has no authority to declare a statute unconstitutional
under Article 3, Section 3.5 of the California Constitution. The Board found that this
argument provided no grounds for the Board to grant review of the Mediator's report

The Employer also argued that the Mandatory Mediation and Conciliation law violates
Cal. Evidence Code sections 1119 and 1121, which pertain to confidentiality in
mediation. The Employer insisted that because the law uses the term "mediation," the
process must be subject to rules governing traditional mediation. The Board found it was
clear that the law created a hybrid mediation/ arbitration process, which is not governed
by California Evidence Code sections 1115-1128. The Board found that the Employer's
argument that it could not participate in the September 17, 2003 session because it would
be violating laws of evidence was without merit, and provided no basis for the Board to
accept the Employer's petition for review.
The Employer further argued that the Mediator's report violated section 1155.2(a) of the
ALRA, which gives parties to collective bargaining the right to turn down proposals
made by the other side. The Board rejected this argument because it found that the
Employer could not rely on the un-amended version of the Act to support its claim that
the mandatory mediation process violates the ALRA. The ALRA was amended by the
addition of Labor Code sections 1164-1164.14. These amendments went into effect on
January 1, 2003.
The Employer argued that the collective bargaining agreement attached to the Mediator's
report was based on the incorrect finding that no agricultural employees in the Napa
Valley were covered by collective bargaining agreements. The Board found that the
Employer did not establish a prima facie case that the collective bargaining agreement
was based on a clearly erroneous finding of material fact. The Board found nothing in
the record to support the Employer's assertion that the Union deliberately misled the
Mediator into thinking that there were no other agricultural employees covered by
collective bargaining agreements in the Napa Valley. The Board further concluded that
by refusing to participate in the mandatory mediation session, the Employer waived the
right to contest the relevance and authenticity of the evidence offered by the Union.
Finally, the Employer argued that the Mediator erred when he stated that the duration of
the contract would be one year, while it is actually for 21 months (from October 1, 2003
to July 1, 2005). The Board found that while the Mediator's statement about the term of
the contract was not entirely accurate, this was inconsequential. The Mediator clearly
indicated that he wanted the contract to cover one working season, plus he was also
willing to accommodate the Union's requested termination date.
***
This Case Summary is furnished for information only, and is not the official statement of
the case, or of the ALRB.

